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By A. Thi.el and J. V!eissinger

sLnwi.Am

The spanwise lift-distribution measurements in
strai~ht ati.fQow on a stpaight and a 35° swept-back

tapered wing(aspect ratio b2 = ~.;tager ratio L=2;
F t.

NAcA airfoil section 0012 ) are compared with theo~y for
two angles of attack each (a H 6° and a z 12°) in the
unstalled range o.fflow. The complete pressure
distribution for the greater of the two angles is ~ndicatedO

#

1. INTRODUCTIO?l

Although the pressure-distribution measurements
(announced in reference 3) on a straight wing (No. 5)
and on 35° s-wept-’oacktapered wing (1.70.9)1 have been
made sometfme ago and are partly evaluated, the appear-
ance of the reports of these xneasurem.entswill take
some time yet on account of the unusual mass of paper-
work involved.

It therefore seems appropriate to publish some of
the results in form of an interim report.

The-measurements selected for thiS purpose have been
very carefully worked out, but it does not preclude the

~-’tllruckverteilungsmessungen an einem ,geradenund
——

einem 35° r~ckgepfeilten Trapezflugel, ~’from Deutsche
Versuchsanstalt ffi Luftfahrt, Institut fur Aerodynamic,
Deutsche Luftfahrtfor schung, Untersuchungen und lJitteil-
ungen, No. 1293, Sept. 29, 19)4.4. ——

lWith and without split flaps over 50 pe~ce.nt arid
100 percent of the span in an angle of attack range of
a = -150, ~ = +24°, and an angle of yaw ranging from
$= -300 -to p = +300.
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possibility that these data might.be subjected to m.imor
changes in the ftnal repcrt, which might follcw from the
comparison of the entire test r.aterial.

11. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

The two measured wings differ only in the tfl~-line,
which is straight on wing No. ~ and swept-back 35° on
Wir.g No. 9. Without the rounded tip section tb.ewing

sparlis lC~rn~the mean chord

Reyholds number of abopt Re
v = 50 n#sec) for the tests;
~2 - z:
— = 5, the taper ratio ~ =
F’

a

F’. f2.31n, hence an averageT
D

x 1
the

2.

direction (in strai~ht s&flow ) iS the NM~ section ~01~.
The straight wing w% ~nade of ire-provedplywood, the
swept-back wing of brass. The tip rounding - aside from
a certain-variation on the swept-back wing - was normal,
that is, 7 ~:~aifprof:.lesemicircular with the loca.-
tlnickness as radius. Further detai1s may be found in
references (4) and (5) .

The pressure distribution was recorded with multiple
manometers at Ii+profile sections simultaneously. i~hile
these sections are symmetrically distributed over both
semispans on wing Nc. ~, they are all ‘outthree on one
wing semispan on wing No. 9. Of the data for these three
test sections XII to XIV, which merely serve for checking
purposes, only those of section-XII, lying closest to the
wing center, are shown. ‘Thelocation of the section can
be seen from figures 1 and 2, the perceiltages shown si:nif’y
the distance from the piane of symmetry of the wing
referred to the semispan (without tip rounding). OP.the
straight wing, each section has 1’7pressure orifices, 1
at the nose and 8 each over one another at the top and
bottom side of tile,profile; the distance of their prcjecti.ons
on t-he-profilechord from t-heleading edge are

o, 1.75, 5, 10, 20, ~&O, 60, 78, arid 95 percen-t of
the profile chord. The sections 11 to XIV of the swept- \
back wing have 19 pressure stations, at

0$ 1$ 5, 5, 10, 20, )+0, 6CI, 78, and 95 percent distance

‘\
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of pro f’i’le chord from the nose. The edge section I has
25 Fressure stations the position of which is ch&rac-
terized by the,percentages

O, 1, ~, ~, 10, 20, )+0,50, 60, 69, 78, 86.5, and 95.
,.,

A detailed description of the experimental setup and
of the interpretation will be given in the principal
report.

III. RESULTS

The angles of attack shown in the graphs, a = 6°
and a = 12°, refer to the tunnel axis, the an~les corrected
for tunnel wall interference effect and wire elongation
are a = 5.7° and a = ll.~~ofor the straight wing and
a ~ 5Q80 and a = 11.6° for the swept-back wing, The
related coefficients of the total normal force are obtained
from,the pressure-distribution measurements En = 0.)+2
and 0.83, and from =n = 0.39 and 0.74.

Fi~es 1 and 2 represeilt the ch+ordwisedistribution
for a = 1,20, Conspicuous above everything else is the
marked ~eduction of the suction peaks in the center of
the swept-back wing, the center-of-pressure point of “
these profile sections is shifted backward by the sweepback.

Figure 3 represents the spanwise lift distributions
of both wings for a = 60 and a * 120. The up~er left.-
corner contains the actual measured distribution. The
sweepback lowers the total lift and r~odifies the form of
the lift distribution. To emphasize the last effect, the
same distributions after dividing by the total lift are
shown at the right-hand side. It shows that the sweep-
back tihiftsthe center of press”ure of the load toward the
tip,”although not as much at a : 12° as at a= 603. In
the lower part of figure 3, the distributions (r’eferred
to the same total lift) are compared with Multhoppls
theory (reference 2) and Weissingerts L-method (reference 6),

,—
21n these examples the difference “between lift and

.-——.

normal force can be neglected.
___.-—. --.— —..—

3 This phenomenon might tie in wit~hthe well known
fact that with positive sweepback angle the boundary
layer flows from the wing center toward the tips.
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at the left for the straight, at the Ptgbit for the swept-
back Wins. For “the straight wing the two methods are
not very-different fror!each other and the measurements -
apart frorlthe lift increase which always occurs at the
tip of square tipped wing me in very good agreement
with the theory, which is,,i~ the measuring accuracy
admits Of such-minute differences at all, slightly better
for a: 6° by the Weissinger method, and for a x 12°
by the Multhopp method4. ‘Onthe swept-back wing,on the
other ‘hand, the superior:-ty of’the L-method is (as in
reference (l)) quite evident. For the identification
of the point of incipient separation of flow along the
span the CA rather than t-nelift distributions are
decisive.

Assuming for the first that the local
camax

along

the span”is constant, the distributions of the normal
force coefficient plotted against the semispan in figure
indicate (especially for as 120) that the straight wing
should SP.OWseparation at about 0.5, the swept-back wing
at about 0.7 sem.is~3andistance from tb.ecenter. Nith. the
height of the suction peak over the pressure at the
trailinG edge divided by the local profile chord (that 5.s,
the mean pressure gradient i~fllichthfiboundary layer has
to overcome) as rough ificasurefor the d=n~er of burbling,

4

tlncseparation should start
at “’ctior’“j 0“’83 ‘n ‘he

straight wing, and at section IIIf O.~0~
(

On the”s’.vcpt-
-.

back win~. Added to this there is the ‘~oundary-layer
travel which at the tips of the swept-back v~ingpre-
sumably effects a substantial damming up of boundary layer
and l~?ithit increases the danger of separation (of
reference ()+),fig. 28).

4Jacobs (reference 1) establisb_e’da better agreement
with Weissingerts theory at all unstalled angles of
attack on a straight rectangular wing.

Translation by J. Vaniep
National Advisory Com.ittee -
for Aeronautics
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Figure1. Pressuredistributionof a straight,taperedwing.
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Figure 3.
co

Lift distribution of a straight and a 35°I
swept-back tapered wing;



Figure 4. Distribution of normal force coefficients along
span of a straight and a 35° swept-back tapered wing.

A. Measured distributions
B. Measured distributions referred to equal total lift.
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